peel ™

Extra:
loop for the footrest.

Design: Olav Eldøy.

Based upon a balance principle.
This is a sitting solution that is really unusual and designed to
completely satisfy our innate need for movement and variation.
With a footrest, half-open back cushion and height adjustable
neck support Peel’s™ comfort is obvious. It’s also been specifically
designed to enable you to recline without slipping forwards or
backwards, whatever your size. Simply by gently altering your
body weight through different sitting positions allows complete
freedom of movement.

Footrest with loop.

max
123 cm

Customer’s own fabric: 2,80 m
Leather: 4,9 m 2
min.
113 cm

56 cm

81 cm

43 cm

Respect for the environment:
Using environmentally friendly materials and methods is a major priority for Variér®. We also attach importance to ensuring that
the production methods are environmentally friendly.

Materials:
We use wood from farmed sources harvested using principles of sustainability. All the beech and oak we use comes
from Europe. The walnut comes from North America.

Fabrics and leathers:
We offer fabrics of high wear resistance and classic appearance supplied by acclaimed European specialists (Kvadrat,
Innvik, Gabriel) in more than 200 colours. We offer high quality semi-aniline leathers from European leather merchants
applying eco-friendly production methods when developing raw hide into furnishings.
Cushion: Polyurethane foam.
Guarantee 7 years/5 years.
Variér® offers an extended 7 years guarantee on all wooden parts and 5 years on mechanical parts to customers who register
their products in our product database. Variér’s guarantee only covers manufacturing defects and does not include
misuse, normal wear and tear and defects caused by exposure to sunlight. The guarantee will not apply if the customer fails
to tighten screws as recommended and this results in damage to the piece of furniture.

peel

™

Design: Olav Eldøy. Mechanical concept: Johan Verde, Ole Petter Wullum

Customer service:
Variér Furniture GmbH, Ziegelstrasse 20 - 24 EG, 71063 Sindelfingen, Germany
Phone 0845 603 7074, Fax: 0845 603 7075, e-mail: info@varierfurniture.com
www.varierfurniture.com

We are created
to move not
to sit still

peel ™
To protect and embrace you. The design of the Peel ™ was inspired by the
shape and function of a falling orange peel. Its purpose is to protect its
contents, to embrace and care for it. As soon as you cuddle up in the chair,
you’ll feel secure.
Peel ™ is an elegant and comfortable piece of furniture, which comes in two
mirrored versions. This makes it easy to place two Peel ™ side-by-side. They
look even more stylish when paired up!
The elegant footrest is somewhat higher than other footrests to provide
optimum support in the most reclined position.

This also reﬂects our sitting
philosophy. We have always
focused on developing chairs
that by letting you move provide
well-being. When you move,
you feel good. Both physically
and mentally. As long as your
body has a choice, it will choose
movement over inactivity. Also
when sitting.

Peel ™ is based on a balance principle where you use body weight to adjust the sitting position. With
just a simple shift of you body weight, you can move into the next position – quite effortlessly! It´s
also been specifically designed to enable you to recline without slipping forward or backward.

That’s why we have made it our
mission to develop chairs based
on the movement philosophy.
These unique sitting solutions
encourage dynamic and active
sitting positions, which in turn
provide maximum comfort and
well-being while seated.

Peel ™ is literally an open
design. The Peel ™ shape lets
in air along your back making
the sitting experience even
more comfortable. With the
extra large, adjustable neck
support, you can fall asleep
knowing that you won´t
wake up with a stiff neck.

Individual adjustment
according to weight. The
new and patent pending
movement system lets you
adjust the resistance in
accordance with the body
weight, thereby
supplying ultimate comfort
for everyone!

TO PROTECT AND EMBRACE YOU

Peel ™ II is the mirror image of Peel ™. When placing the two
Peels side by side, you will have a pair!

Footrest with
loop

